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1. INTRODUCTION 
Positive linear maps are very interesting objects in operator algebra 
theory, and have been studied by many authors (cf. [ 1,3, 151). In recent 
years, the theory of dynamical semi-groups, which are defined as certain 
semi-groups of completely positive maps, has made remarkable progress (cf. 
[6,8,11]). The study of such semi-groups was initiated by physicists as one 
of the natural mathematical frameworks for quantum theory of open 
systems, and so the investigations have been mainly made under rather 
strong restrictions which are physically justified. 
On the other hand, we wish to study such semi-groups from the 
mathematical point of view, thus we shall consider more genera1 semi- 
groups; that is, we define a dynamical semi-group a = {a,)r>o as a u-weakly 
continuous one-parameter semi-group of normal positive maps on a von 
Neumann algebra M. In [ 171, we have shown various ergodic theorems for 
such a semi-group under the assumption that it possesses an invariant 
faithful normal state p. The triplet (M, a, p) is called a dynamical system. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relationship between the 
asymptotic behavior (such as ergodicity or mixing properties) of (M, a,p) 
and eigenvalues of a. In Section 2, we present basic notations and 
terminologies, and consider dual dynamical systems. In Section 3, we define 
eigenvalues of a and examine their basic properties. In particular, we show 
that for any real eigenvalues 1 of a there exists a a-weakly continuous norm 
one projection onto the eigenspace MA under the additional assumption that 
every a, is 2-positive. In Section 4, eigenspaces of products of dynamical 
semi-groups are computed. In Section 5, we show that ergodicity of (M, a,p) 
is equivalent o extremality of p in the set of all a-invariant states of M, and 
is also equivalent to that p is only a a-invariant normal state. Finally, in 
Section 6, mixing properties are characterized by using various conditions. 
Especially, we show that (M, a,p) is weakly mixing if and only if it is 
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ergodic and there is no non-zero real eigenvalue of u. Moreover, it is shown 
that if every a, is completely positive, then the weakly mixing condition for 
(M, a.~) is equivalent to the ergodicity of the product (M @ M. a @ a, 
P BP). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let M be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H. We denote by 
M,, the predual of M, and by M’, the commutant of M. For any <E H, wl 
denotes the positive linear functional on B(H) (the algebra of all bounded 
linear operators on H) defined by w&a ) = (. <, <) and for any subset L of H, 
[L] denotes the closed linear subspace of H generated by L. Let C be the 
algebra of ail complex numbers. M, denotes the algebra of all n x n matrices 
over C, and I, denotes the identity map on M,. M @ M, denotes the algebra 
of all n X fl matrices over M. 
A linear map @ on M is said to be 2-positive if @ @I, is a positive map 
on M @ M,, and is said to be completely positive if @ @ I, is positive on 
M @ M, for all n. 
A dynamical semi-group on M is defined to be a a-weakly continuous one- 
parameter semi-group a = {a,},,, of unital normal positive linear maps on 
M such as a,, = I (the identity map on M), where u-weak continuity means 
that for each p E M, and A E M, the function: 0 5 t -p(a,(A)) is 
continuous. We note that the u-weak continuity of a is equivalent to 
JIp 0 a, -pII -+ 0 as t -+ +O for each p E Me from the general semi-group 
theory (cf. [ 2, 5]), b ecause every a, is normal. We denote by M” the set of 
all fixed elements of M under a, that is, M” = {A E M; a,(A) = A for all 
&ZO). 
We say that the triplet (M, a. We) is a dynamical system if a is a 
dynamical semi-group and M has a cyclic and separating norm one vector < 
such that o5 (restricted to M) is a-invariant. 
Moreover, we say that a dynamical system (M, a, uI) is 2-positive (resp. 
completely positive) if every a, is 2-positive (resp. completely positive). 
If a dynamical system (M, a. or) is 2-positive, as in the proof of ] 17, 
Theorem A], we can construct a strongly continuous contraction semi-group 
T= i Tt~,,Ll on H = [Mr] such that T,Ac = a,(A)< for all A in M and t 2 0. 
Then we say that this semi-group associates with (M, a, or). 
Now we consider the (tensor) product of dynamical systems. Let 
(M, a, ws) and (N, p, w,,) be two completely positive dynamical systems and 
let M @ N be von Neumann tensor product of M and N. Then for each t 2 0, 
the tensor product a, @p, of a1 and /I, is a unita! normal completely positive 
map on M @ N which leaves wto,, invariant. The family (a, @ Pl)lto is a 
one-parameter semi-group which will be denoted by a op. By the remark 
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mentioned before the definition of dynamical systems, a @B is also a 
dynamical semi-group and hence we get a dynamical system (M@N, a @Q/3, 
w&, called the product dynamical system of (M, 01, w6) and (N,/?, oV). 
Let T= ITtltto and S = (SI)lbO be the contraction semi-groups associated 
with (M, u, We) and (N,p, w,), respectively. Then it follows that 
T@ S = (T, 0 StJtto, the family of the tensor products of Hilbert space 
operators Tt and S,, is the contraction semi-group associated with (M @ N, 
a 0 P. ~lov). 
Next, we consider dual dynamical systems, which are introduced in [ 1 ] 
and are useful in some situations (for example, see Theorem 2.3 or 
Theorem 5.1 below). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let @ be a unital positive linear map on M. if M has a 
cyclic and separating vector < such that wI 0 @ = uI, then there exists a 
unique unital normal positive linear map @’ on M’ such that 
o,(@(A)A’) = o,(A@‘(A’)) for A EM and A’ EM’. Moreover, if @ is 2- 
positive (resp. completely positive), @’ is also. 
Proof. The first part was proved in [ 11. We show the assertion on 
complete positivity, and hence we assume that @ is completely positive. 
Assume that for any n, M, acts canonically on n-dimensional Hilbert space 
Hn. Let (e,,e2 ,..., e,} be an orthonormal basis of H,. Then 
e = (l/fi) xf:: ek @ ek in H, @ H,, (Hilbert space tensor product of H,) is 
cyclic and separating for N= M, @ Cl, c B(H, @ H,), where 1, denotes 
the identity operator on H,. Applying the first part of the assertion to 
M @ N, @ @ (I,, @ I,) and c @ e, the desired conclusion follows. 
The following theorem is easily seen from Lemma 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.2. For any dynamical system (M, a, cot) there exists a 
unique dynamical system (M’, a’, ol) such that u&a,(A) A’) = co&Aa:(A’)) 
for A E M, A’ E M’ and t 2 0. If (M, a, cot) is 2-positive (resp. completely 
positive), (M’, a’, cog) is also. 
(M’, a’, ws) is called the dual dynamical system of (M, a, a~~). 
We conclude this section with a result on the spatiality of dynamical semi- 
groups. Let (M, a, u[) be a 2-positive dynamical system. Then it is of 
interest to know the relationship between a! and the spatial maps T, . T,?. 
More precisely, we have 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (M, a, wr) be a 2-positive (resp. completely positive) 
dynamical system. Then for each t > 0, A + a,(A) - T,A Tp is a positive 
(resp. completely positive) map of M into B(H). 
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ProoJ Fix arbitrary t > 0. Assume that (M, a, ol) is 2-positive. Let 
T’= K:lsg be the contraction semi-group associated with (M’? (x’, o[). 
Since then T; = T;” from simple calculations, we have, for A E M and 
A’EM’, 
((a,(A *A) - T,A *AT;) A’<, A’r) 
= (A*Aa;(A’*A’)r, <) - (A*Aaj(A’)<, a;(A’)<) 
= ((a;(A’*A’) - a;(A’*) a;(A’)) A<, At) 
20 
by applying Schwarz inequality to ai. 
Since c is cyclic for M’, the map A -+ a,(A) - T,ATr from M into B(H) is 
positive. 
Next, we assume that (M, a, Ok) is completely positive. Let H,, e and N 
be as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, and I denotes the trivial dynamical semi- 
group (i.e., I, = I, @ I,, for all s >= 0) on N. Then, applying the first part of 
the proof to the dynamical system (M @ N, a @ z, mlOe), it follows that the 
map a, - Tt . TF is completely positive, and hence the theorem is proved. 
Finally, we remark that the same method as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 
leads to an improvement of [7, Theorem 1.11. In fact, let @ be a completely 
positive contractive map on a C*-algebra &’ and 4 be a @-invariant 
separating state on ~2. Let (rc, H, <,) be the GNS representation with respect 
to 4. Then rrn is cyclic and separating for n(d)” (the double cornmutant of 
rr(&‘)) and there is a contraction 6 on H such that $(n(A) c,) = x(@(A)) CO 
(A E d). Then the map A -+ x(@(A)) - &r(A)(&)* is completely positive of 
J&’ into B(H). 
3. EIGENVALUES 
Throughout this section, let (M, a, mr) be a 2-positive dynamical system 
and let T = ( Tt}t2,, be its associated contraction semigroup on H = [Mr]. In 
this section, we shall define and investigate eigenvalues of a and T. 
For some non-zero < in H (resp. A in M) if there exists a complex number 
x(t) such that Ttt =x(t)< (resp. a,(A) = ,y(t)A) for each t 2 0, then x(t) is the 
form of eiZ’ with some z in C + = the totality of complex numbers with a 
non-negative imaginary part. For each z in C +, Hz = (r E H; T,< = e”‘r for 
all t 2 O} is a closed linear subspace of H. Let E, be the orthogonal 
projection of H onto H,. If H, # (0), z, H, and each < in H, are called an 
eigenvalue, an eigenspace and an eigenvector of T, respectively. Denote by 
E(T) the set of all real eigenvalues of T. 
Next, for z in C ‘, MZ E (A E M; a,(A) = eirtA for all t 2 0) is a u-weakly 
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closed linear subspace of M. In particular, M, is a von Neumann subalgebra 
of M because of the Schwarz inequality for a1 and faithfulness of wt. If 
IV, f (0), z, M, and each A in M, are called an eigenvalue, an eigenspace 
and an eigenoperator of a, respectively. Denote by E(a) the set of all real 
eigenvalues of a. Then E(a) is clearly the symmetric set of real numbers. 
We let id and iL be the infinitesimal generators of a and T, respectively. 
Then it should be noted that the eigenvalues defined above coincide with the 
usual ones of the (unbounded) operators 6 and L (cf. [2,5]). However, the 
present definition is more convenient for our discussions. Moreover, we note 
that eigenvalues may also be defined for any (not necessarily 2-positive) 
dynamical semi-groups. In the rest of this paper, we show that real eigen- 
values are closely related to asymptotic behavior of dynamical systems. 
In [ 171 we have shown that the time average of orbits of each element of 
M under the action a converges u-weakly to some fixed point of a and hence 
there exists a normal faithful norm one projection of M onto M,. In the 
following theorem we show the existence of a-weakly continuous norm one 
projection of M onto Ml (1 E E(a)). 
THEOREM 3.1. The following three statements hold for any 2-positive 
dynamical system (M, a, ws). 
(1) For any real number 1 and any element A of M, the strong limit of 
(l/t) 1: e-‘.” a,(A) ds (Riemann integral in u-weak topology) as t-, foe 
e-xists, which will be denoted by Ed. 
(2) Linear maps ( E.~} obtained in (I) enjoy the properties 
(a) Earn = E,ACI (A E Ml, 
(b) cl o a, = a, o Ed = e’.“&, (t 10), 
(c) O[ 0 E,t = 0 (1 # O), 
Cd) CA 0 E, = 0 (1 +,u), 
(e) E,~(A,BA,)=A l~.l-.-,,(B)A, (BEM,A,EM, and A,EM,.), 
(f) &.i(A)* =E-,t(A*) (A EM), 
where 1, .u and v are real numbers. 
(3) For 1 E E(a), E,~ is a a-weakly continuous norm one projection of 
M onto MS%. 
Proof. (1) The strong limit of (I/t) J’; e-iaSTS ds exists and equals E., 
from the ergodic theorem for the contraction semi-group {e-iASTS},,, (see 
151) and c is cyclic for M’, so assertion (1) follows from the same method as 
in the proof of [ 17, Theorem A]. 
(2) Property (a) is obvious from the definition of el. The other 
properties (b). (c). (d) and v). follow from direct calculations. We show 
property (e) only. For s 2 0. A, in M, and AZ in M,, , we have a5(A ,A T ) = 
a,(A,) a&A:) and a,(A,*A2) = a&A,“) a,(A2) from the Schwarz inequality for 
a.< and faithfulness of wt. which means that A, and AZ are in the 
multiplicative domain of os in the sense of 13 I. Therefore. we have 
u,(A,BA,)=~,(A,)~,(B)~,(A~)=~ i’“+r”cA,a,(B) A? for all B in M. From 
this observation, property (e) follows easily. 
(3) It is easily verified that E-\ is a norm one projection of M onto M,. 
Since < is separating for M. the linear span of the family { (. A’<, YQ; X, Y in 
M’} is norm dense in M, and hence E., is u-weakly continuous from (2)(a). 
Thus all the proofs are completed. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let i, and p be tkr’o real eigenualues of c(. Then 
M,M, CM.,... 
Proof. For A E M, and B E M,, we have E., +,(AB) = Aq,( l)B = AB 
from Theorem 3.1. which means that AB E M., + ll. 
Let .X be the u-weak closure of the linear span of all M,, (A E E(a)). Then 
from Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, J? is a von Neumann subalgebra of il4. 
called the eigenalgebra of a. Let 8’ be the closed linear subspace of H 
generated by (H-,; A E E(T)}. Then the following proposition clarifies the 
relations between (I and T, and the first assertion was proved in 111 under 
the assumption that (M. a. w{) is ergodic. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (M, a, ur) be a 2-positive dynamical system. Then 
E(a) = E(T). Moreover. [M,c] = H.,. I-N<] = Y and M., H, c H., +11 
(A P E 0 )I 
ProojY The first assertion follows from Theorem 3. I. Inclusions 
[M,<] E H,, and lLHr] EX’ are clear, hence, to show the reverse inclusions, 
take q, E HO [M.,c] (I. E E(a)) and qZ E .R@ Ii /vr], where 0 denotes the 
orthogonal complement. Then we have (A<, 11,) = 0 and (A<, E,,q2) = 0 for 
all A’ E E(a) and all A in M. which implies tl, = qZ = 0. Thus we have 
[M,<] = K, and l-/c] = jY. The last assertion M, H, c H., +u (1. ,u E E(a)) 
follows from Corollary 3.2. The proof is completed. 
It is unknown if any (finite or infinite) sum of projections (E,, : A E E(a)} 
is also norm one. However, since, X is a von Neumann subalgebra of M, it 
is of interest to see if there exists a normal norm one projection onto. 4. If 
every a, commutes with all modular automorphisms on M associated with 
uI, then there exists a desired projection by [ 16 1. 
Let (M’. a’.wl) be the dual dynamical system of (M, a.oJ. Let 
T’ = (7’; },?” be the contraction semi-group associated with (M’, a’, wI) and 
for any real 1. E(, denotes the orthogonal projection of H onto H(, = (q E H; 
rlv = e’.“q for all t > 0). It follows then T: = TT (adjoint of T,) for all t ), 0 
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from simple calculations and so we have Ej, = E -,, for every real A. Hence, 
from Proposition 3.3, we get 
PROPOSITION 3.4. E(a)= E(a’). 
We conclude this section with two examples. 
(1) Let (M, a, uI) be a dynamical system. If every cq is a *- 
homomorphism, then every TI is an isometry and hence all eigenvalues of a 
are real. 
(2) Let (M, y, uI) be a closed dynamical system, that is, y is a (I- 
weakly continuous one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of M. We 
define another completely positive dynamical system (M, a, ol) as 
a,(A) = -&-jIm e-cs2’r)ys(A) ds (t > 0,A E M), 
a0 = I (the identity operator on M). 
Then for every eigenvalue A of y, (A2/4)i is an eigenvalue of a, but more 
generally, all eigenvalues are contained in { iA; 0 < 1 < co }. 
Proof: Let id be the infinitesimal generator of y. Then 6 is a skew-adjoint 
derivation, (that is, 6(B*) = -6(B)*) an d o1 o 6 = 0. Let z be any non-zero 
eigenvalue of a and A be a non-zero eigenoperator corresponding to z. Then 
A is in the domain of 6’ and 6’(A) = -4izA, because -6*/4 is the 
infinitesimal generator of a from the semi-group theory (cf. [2,5]). Then 
these facts imply that 
0 = w,(c?(A *d(A))) 
= -w,(6(A)*d(A)) - izo,(A*A). 
Thus we have z = (o,(d(A)*G(A))/o,(A*A))i which implies the desired con- 
clusion. 
4. EIGENSPACES OF PRODUCTS 
Let M and N be von Neumann algebras on H and K, respectively. Let 
(M, a, or) and (N, p, wV) be two completely positive dynamical systems. We 
denote by T= lT,},,o, S = {Sr~tzo and T@ S = (T, @ S,ItZ,, the contraction 
semi-groups associated with (M, a, 05), (N, /I, w,,) and their product, respec- 
tively. 
As stated in Section 3, summations of projections obtained in Theorem 3.1 
are not well behaved, so we shall compute the eigenspaces of T @ S instead 
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of a @ ,8. We denote the orthogonal projection onto the eigenspace for any 
real eigenvalue A of T, S and T @ S by E.7, E: and Ejas, respectively. Then 
(El, @Es,,,; (A’, L”) E E(T) x E(S)} is the orthogonal family of projections. 
In these settings, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be any real eigenvalue of T@ S. Then E,I@’ = 
zE;@E&, where the indices run over A’ and 1” such that A’ + A” = 1 
and (A’, A”) E E(T) x E(S). 
Proof. Let U= (U,)-,,,,,j (resp. V= (V,i-,,,,,) be a unitary 
dilation of T (resp. S). Then T@ S = (17, @ V,} -orj<li aj is also a unitary 
dilation of T @ S ([ 121). By the Stone theorem, we have spectral represen- 
tations 
u*= -co ! eirrr dP@), --cc 
V, = [a ei“’ dQ(y), 
--ma 
for every real t. Making use of the spectral measures P( s ), Q( . ) and R( . ), 
for arbitrary fixed r,, & in H and g,, qz in K, we get finite measures 
v,(-)=P(.)t,,tA v~(.)=(Q(~)~I,,vJ and v3(.)=(R(.)t10vl, 
r2 @ v2). Then for any real ,u we have 
= (EJ;t, 3 CA if PEE(T) 
=o if ~cZ E(T). 
Similarly we have, for any real p, 
vz(~lu~)= (Ch ‘12) if PEE(S) 
=o if PCZ E(S) 
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and 
On the other hand, for any real t, we have 
where 1 denotes the Fourier transform of a measure. Hence, it follows that 
v3 = V, * v2 (convolution of V, and VJ from the uniqueness of the Fourier 
transform. Now let A be any real eigenvalue of T 0 S. Then, by [ 10, 
Theorem 19.15 and 19.161, V, * v,({l}) = C vi({A’)) v,({l -A’)), where A’ 
runs over the support of vi so that A- A’ is in the support of v2, hence we 
have 
where all indices in the summations above run over A’ and A” such that 
A’ + A” = I and (A’, A”) E E(T) x E(S). Since r,, &, 9, and q2 are arbitrary, 
the above equality implies the desired conclusion and thus the proof is com- 
pleted. 
COROLLARY 4.2. E(a @ /?) = E(a) + E(/3) = {I. + ,uu; A E E(a),p E E(J)). 
Prooj This follows from Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 4.1. 
From Proposition 3.3, Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, we have 
COROLLARY 4.3. M” @ N” = (M @ N)“O’ if and only if E(a) n E(J) = 
(0). In particular, M” @ M” = (M @ M)” @n if and onZy ifE(a) = (0). 
5. ERGODICITY 
We say that a dynamical system (M, a, ol) is ergodic if Mu = C 1. In this 
section, ergodicity of a dynamical system is discussed. The following 
40918612.8 
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theorem characterizes ergodicity and is an extension of results in 18 1 to 
general dynamical systems. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (M, a, wI) be a dlmamical system. Then the following 
four assertions are equivalent, 
(1) (M, a, OJ is ergodic, 
(2) cot is only a a-invariant normal state on M, 
(3) cog is an extreme a-invariant state on M, 
(4) (M’, a’, uI) is ergodic. 
ProoJ At first, we note that there exists a positive linear projection s of 
M onto M” from [ 17, Theorem A] such that any a-invariant normal state is 
s-invariant. 
(1) * (2) Ergodicity of (M, a, We) implies that s(A) = w,(A)1 for all 
A E M. Hence, if (I) holds, then for any a-invariant normal state p on M, it 
follows that p(A) = p(c(A)) = w,(A) for all A E M. 
(2) * (3) Any state of M majorized by a positive scalar multiple of wI 
is normal (cf. 141). so (2) implies (3) clearly. 
(3) * (4) The fixed point space of a’ is the range of a positive 
projection by [ 17, Theorem A] and hence is linearly spanned by its positive 
elements. Thus, to show assertion (4), take any fixed point A’ of a’ such that 
06 A’$ 1. and define two a-invariant states 4 and y of M by $(A) = 
w,(AA’)/w,(A’) and y/(A) = w&A(l - A’))/(1 - w,(A’)) (A E M). Then we 
have oI = @ + (1 - L)w with ,I = w&A’) (0 < J. < l), which implies that 
wI = 4 = li/ by extremality of LL)[, and hence A’ is scalar. Thus (M’, a’, ccla) is 
ergodic. 
(4) * (1) (M, a, ma) is regarded as the dual of (M’. a’, w,), so the 
implication (4) + (1) follows from those above: (1) + (2) * (3) * (4). Thus 
all the proofs are completed. 
Ergodicity is also characterized by the clustering property. 
THEOREM 5.2. For a dynamical system (M, a, wr), ergodicity is 
equivalent o the condition 
(1) lim,+,(W .i5 ol(a,(A)B) ds = w,(A) w#?)for all A and B in M. 
Further, if (M, a, cot) is 2-positive, condition (1) is equivalent o 
(2) lim,,,(l/Oib(Tsrl,,rlz)ds=(~,,~)(&~2)forallrll Andre, in H 
where T = (T,},,, denotes the contraction semi-group associared with - 
Pf, a, q). 
ProoJ This follows easily since < is cyclic and separating for M. 
The product of ergodic dynamical systems is not necessarily ergodic, and 
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ergodicity of the product is closely related to the real eigenvalues. The 
theorem below gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the product to 
be ergodic. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (M, a, u[) and (N,/3, co,,) be two completely positive 
dynamical systems. Then (M @ N, a @ j?, a~~~,,) is ergodic if and only if 
(M. a, cog) and (N, /?, wv) are ergodic and E(a),n E@) = (0). 
Proof: If (M @ N)” @’ is scalar, M” and N” are scalars, and hence 
M”@N4 is the fixed point algebra of a Op. Thus we have 
E(a) nE(/?) = (0) from Corollary 4.3. The if part is clear from 
Corollary 4.3. 
Now we study the structure of all real eigenvalues of an ergodic 
dynamical system. Let (M, a, wr) be a 2-positive and ergodic dynamical 
system. Then for each 2 E E(a), there is a unitary operator u,t such that 
MS, = CU,~ , and hence all the real eigenvalues of a form a group and 
correspondence A tf A< is a bijection between M., and H.,. The first 
assertion follows easily from Corollary 3.2. Indeed, for any norm one 
operators A and B in M., , A * and B * are in M-,, , so A *A, AA * and B *A 
are fixed points of a and hence are scalars by ergodicity of (M, a, uI). Thus 
A must be unitary and must be a scalar multiple of B. Therefore, we can 
select a suitable unitary element u., such that M,, = Cu., . This Frobenius 
type result was proved in [ 1 ] by a more constructed method. 
6. MIXING CONDITIONS 
In this section, we study mixing conditions of dynamical systems. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A dynamical system (M, a, wJ is said to be weakly 
mixing (resp. strongly mixing) if 
lim L ff 1 o&a,(A)B) - w,(A) w,(B)/ ds = 0 
f+m t .fJ 
(rev. I”“, q(a,(A P) = o&A > w,(B)) 
for all A and B in M. 
Then the strongly mixing implies the weakly mixing and the weakly 
mixing implies ergodicity from Theorem 5.2. The following theorem charac- 
terizes the weakly mixing condition. Recall that eigenvalues may also be 
defined for (not necessarily 2-positive) dynamical semi-groups. 
THEOREM 6.2. For any dynamical system (M, a, ml), consider the four 
assertions, 
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(1) (M, a, ~0~) is weak& mixing, 
(2) foreacht>O, (AEM;cf,(A)=A}=Cl. 
(3) E(a) = (0) and (M, a, ut) is ergodic, 
(4) (M’, a’, wI) is weakly mixing. 
Then we haue 
(4)o (I)=> (2)3(3). 
If (M, a, wI) is 2-positive, each of the above four assertions is equivalent to 
(5) lim,,,, (l/4!'bI(Ts~I, rlJ - (r~,~ O(<, %)lds = ofor all vi and v2 
in H = [Mr], where T= (T,},,-, _ denotes the contraction semigroup 
associated with (M, u, cog). 
ProoJ (1) * (4) Since c is cyclic for M and M’, the weakly mixing 
condition of (M, a, mr) is equivalent to 
:i”, f.[lo,(uS(A)Ar)-o,(A)w,(A’)Ids=O + I 
for all A E M and all A’ E M’. Hence, (1) is clearly equivalent to (4). 
(1) + (2) For any t > 0, take an arbitrary fixed element A of a,. Then 
the weakly mixing condition implies that 
1.’ Iq(a,(A)B) -q&4 q(B)1 ds = 0 
-0 
for all B in M, and this holds only if A is a scalar. 
(2) + (3) If there exists a non-zero eigenvalue of a, say, II, then any 
corresponding non-zero eigenoperator is a fixed point of a,,,,, and hence it 
is a scalar by assumption (2). But this is impossible unless ,I = 0. This 
contradiction implies that E(u) = (0). Assertion (3) follows, since (2) implies 
clearly that (M, a, wr) is ergodic. 
Now we assume that (M, a, We) is 2-positive. Then (5) implies (1) clearly, 
so it is sufftcient to show the implication (3) 5 (5). Suppose (3) holds. Let 
u= i~l~--00<f<cc be the minima1 unitary dilation of T. Then from the same 
argument as in [ 12, p. 8 11, it follows that any real number A is an eigenvalue 
of T if and only if it is also an eigenvalue of U and the corresponding eigen- 
vectors are the same for T and for U. Since assertion (3) is equivalent to 
E(T) = (0) and H, = C& U has only zero as its eigenvalue and the 
corresponding eigenspace is one dimensional, and then it is known that 
assertion (5) holds for U (see, e.g. 191). Thus (5) holds for T. The proof is 
completed. 
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If (M, a, ur) is completely positive, then the weakly mixing condition is 
equivalent o ergodicity of the product. That is, we have 
THEOREM 6.3. Assume that (M, a, cot) is completely positive. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent, 
(I) (M, u, WJ is weakly mixing, 
(2) (M @ M, a @ a, cosor) is ergodic, 
(3) (M @ M, a 0 a, corer) is weakly mixing. 
ProoJ Assertion (3) implies (2) and the equivalence of (1) and (2) 
follows from Theorems 5.3 and 6.2. Next, assume that (M, a, wI) is weakly 
mixing. Then, combining Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 5.3, it follows that 
E(a @ a) = E(a) = (0) and (MOM,aOa,qol ) is ergodic. Hence (3) 
follows from Theorem 6.2. 
We consider now the strongly mixing condition. The following theorem is 
easily seen, since r is cyclic and separating for M. 
THEOREM 6.4. For any dynamical system (M, a, cot), the following four 
assertions are equivalent, 
(1) (M, a, cot) is strongly mixing, 
(2) for all A E M and all A’ E M’, w,(a,(A) A’) -+ o,(A) wr(A’) as 
t++m, 
(3) for eoery normal state 4 on M and A in M, g(a,(A)) -+ w,(A) as 
I-+ +m, 
(4) (M’, a’, ~0~) is strongly mixing. 
In contrast to ergodicity, mixing conditions are compatible with the 
product of dynamical systems. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let (M, a, cot) and (N,p, o,,) be two completely 
positioe dynamical systems. Then (M @ N, a @ p, cut@,,) is weakly (resp. 
strongly) mixing if and only if (M, a, cot) and (N, /I, w,,) are weakly (resp. 
strongly) mixing. 
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